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Billing themselves as a brewery that pushes past the traditional and embraces creativity, Modist Brewing set out to distinguish itself in the fast growing craft 
brewing community of Minneapolis and St Paul. In the build-out, two flooring systems were required: one in the brewery and another in the communal 
taproom. Each system needed to provide a safe environment which cleans easily while promoting Modist Brewing’s creative identity.

In keeping with the industrial look of the brewery, the customer facing area was the perfect location for Tennant’s satin high protection system with a grout coat 
of Eco-PT™ Topcoat.  Clear in color, this system helps preserve the bare concrete look, while adding slight texture for added slip resistance and high traffic wear. 

By recommendation from their peers in the brewing community for its great performance, Tennant’s Eco-Crete™ cementitious urethane coating system was chosen as an 
essential part of the brewing operation. While standing up to considerable foot traffic and heavy duty cleaning, its bright custom teal color reflecting on the stainless steel 
tanks became an essential ingredient to the Modist brand, and casts a creative and unique atmosphere. 
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CLEAN AND CREATIVE REFLECTION

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS SYSTEMS

Satin High Protection System with Eco-PT™ Topcoat: 
This system uses Eco-MPE™ as the epoxy primer, followed by a grout coat of 
Eco-PT™ Topcoat to help eliminate out-gassing and fill in any rough areas.  A 
build coat of Eco-MPE™ is applied to create a smooth surface and finally a topcoat 
of Eco-HTS™ 100 is applied to create a durable, light-stable, chemical resistant 
satin finish. 
  Low odor/Low VOC
  Slip resistance and durability that withstands high-volume traffic
  Aliphatic, it will not yellow over time

Eco-Crete™ SF, Eco-Crete™ TC with Eco-HTS™100
Eco-Crete™ SF cementitious-polyurethane slurry system with aggregate
broadcast is used for resurfacing interior concrete floors in areas that require
thermal shock resistance and slip resistance. Then coated with Eco-Crete™ TC
and topcoated with Eco-HTS™ 100 for a satin, aliphatic finish.
  Extreme thermal stability – Steam cleanable
  Seamless – Hygienic finish, no grout joints
  Aliphatic topcoat, prevents yellowing of the coating over time
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Products 
Satin High Performance System: 
     Eco-MPE™ - Primer  
     Eco-PT™ - Grout Coat 
     Eco-MPE™ - Build Coat  
     Eco-HTS™ 100 - Satin Topcoat 
Eco-Crete™ System: 
     Eco-Crete™ SF  
     Eco-Crete™ TC 
     Eco-HTS™ 100 Satin Topcoat 
   Color: Custom Teal 
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